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Downtown BIZ has got your back
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Desiree Mendoza
Student Contributor
DOWNTOWN Winnipeg is the city’s
hub for business, recreation, shopping and
leisure activities. It’s a place where change
is constant and where establishments
thrive. But despite of the area’s seemingly
ÆW]ZQ[PQVOMKWVWUQKIK\Q^Q\QM[Q[[INM\a[\QTT
an issue?
Rick Joyal, manager of safety and development at Downtown Winnipeg BIZ,
said that according to the reports by the
Winnipeg Police Service, crime rates downtown are down 18 per cent when compared
to Jan. 1 to Oct. 18, 2008. However, Joyal
said crime rates aren’t the issue.
“Our real issue is the quality of life
issues,” Joyal said. “Those are the issues
that deal with mental health, addictions
and people who are in the streets panhandling, these are things we need to look at.”
The Safewalk program of Downtown Winnipeg BIZ is an initiative which
aims to create a safe, positive atmosphere
within downtown through programs like
the Downtown Watch. The program’s Ambassadors, dressed in red and black, help
people get to their bus stops or cars in the
evenings after work or leaving an event.
These ambassadors patrol downtown ofNMZQVO LQZMK\QWV[ \ZIV[Q\ QVNWZUI\QWV ÅZ[\
aid and assistance whenever needed.
“We have a core of people out there
day in and day out,” Joyal said. “Some of
the things we’ve done here in our organization is to try to connect these people to
resources.”
The presence of panhandlers downtown is strategic, sitting in places where the
public is more tolerant towards their activity by giving money, Joyal said. Around
70 per cent of these panhandlers admit
to using the money received to further
support their addictions.
The goal of Downtown BIZ is for
people learn to discover their self-worth
and attain their self-esteem.
“What we’re looking at is developing
positive relationships with them, working
with them, letting them know we care.
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Rick Joyal (right) and Lisa McIntyre patrol Portage Avenue as part of the Downtown BIZ’s
outreach program.

Not personalizing issues because they can
get frustrated, and yell at our staff. But
our staff learned not to personalize those
issues,” Joyal said.
At Red River College, students, staff
and visitors can take advantage of the
services offered by the campus’s safewalk patrol — a jointly-funded program
between the college and the students’ assoKQI\QWV<PMXZWOZIU¼[[\]LMV\WNÅKMZ[KIV
escort students, staff or visitors from any
point within the college property to any
other point within the college’s premises
including parking lots.
Werner Schwager, acting supervisor
of security at the Princess Street campus,
encourages people to be vigilant.
“You should always be aware of your
safety, your surroundings, anywhere,” he
said. “If you do have a concern about

your safety, just want to feel safe (to) go to
your vehicle, you can avail yourself of the
service,” he said.

;\]LMV\WNÅKMZ[IZMIZW]VL\WXZW^QLM
information to the public, patrol college
buildings, monitor labs and classrooms for
valid passes, and provide general assistance
to security.

;KP_IOMZ[IQL\PI\[\]LMV\WNÅKMZ[IZM
just like everyone else.
“Very friendly, they’re students. And
they have the same concerns.”

)VVI /WVbITM[ I ÅZ[\aMIZ J][QVM[[
administration student, believes she is safe
while on campus, and even when she goes
out alone to walk to the bus stop along
Main Street.
“I’m a very trusting person so I tend
not to worry about things,” she said.
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CORRECTION: Angela Cassie is the director of communications for the Canadian Museum for Human
Rights. All content decisions are being made by the
Canadian Museum for Human Rights, not the Friends
of the museum. Also, the Union Bank Tower will see
around 300 students move into downtown. Incorrect
information appeared in the last issue.
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“No. They rushed it when
they brought it out, and
I’ve heard a lot of stories of
people getting sick. I don’t
think H1N1 is any different
MYVT[OLYLN\SHYÅ\0M^L
stay healthy, take vitamins,
we’ll be good.”

“As of right now I do not
plan on getting it. Other
WLVWSLULLKP[ÄYZ[(Z
winter goes on, if it becomes a bigger problem
I will consider it. And as it
becomes more available.”

“No. I never get the regular
Å\ZOV[HUK0JHU»[YLTLTber the last time I even
OHK[OLÅ\(UK[OL/5
vaccine scares me.”

“No. I don’t believe it’s
been tested enough.”

GOT A NEWS TIP OR STORY IDEA?
EMAIL EDITOR@RRCSA.COM

THE PROJECTOR

Anyone can write for the Projector, and Red
River College students are encouraged to
contribute. Simply pitch or submit an article
to the appropriate section editor or join our
contributors’ list. Though we will consider all
submissions, due to space restrictions, the
Projector cannot guarantee that all articles
received will be published. If you wish to
respond to something you’ve read in this
issue, letters to the editor can be emailed to
editor@rrcsa.com. To ensure your chances
of being published, letters should strive to
be around 150 to 200 words in length. The
Projector reserves the right to edit all submissions for length, as well as stylistic, grammatical, and legal guidelines. The Projector
also reserves the right to reprint submissions
at any time, in both written and electronic
formats. The Projector will not publish
content that it deems to be racist, sexist, or
otherwise hateful or prejudiced.
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Winnipeggers donate $11M to United Way
Stacia Franz
Student Contributor
RED RIVER COLLEGE president Jeff Zabudsky is a busy man
these days.
Between overseeing the
operations of the college and
sitting on the Manitoba Innovation Council, Zabudsky has been
moonlighting as the chairman for
the United Way’s 2009 annual
fundraising campaign.
Zabudsky announced Oct.
23 that over $11 million dollars
had been donated. It was the
campaign’s second report session,
and the chunk of cash pushes the
United Way’s effort to 62 per cent

of their goal – $18 million.
This year’s campaign focus is
poverty and how to reduce it by
giving to Winnipeggers in need.
“A hand up and not a hand
out,” said Zabudsky as he addressed a room packed with 150
supporters.
Volunteers held up signs
with the percentages on them as
each amount raised this year, so
far, was announced. The audience was encouraged to join in
with the clapping and cheering,
as lively music played in the background.
Zabudsky encouraged students to become involved in the
community through philanthropy.


¹;\]LMV\[ IZM ÅVIVKQITTa his organization helps.
challenged but can still demon- 
¹+ZMI\QVO[MTN []NÅKQMVKaNWZ
strate leadership,” he said. “They people who want to build a better
can
share
life for themwith friends ¸:[\KLU[ZHYLÄUHUJPHSS` selves,”
she
and become challenged but can still
said.
role models
United Way is
and choose to demonstrate leadership.” one of SEED
give. Even if
Wi n n i p e g ’s
– Jeff Zabudsky, largest
it’s time that
supRRC President ports,
they give, such
and
as volunteerSimbanduming at the Boys and Girls Club of we explained how the United
Winnipeg. Everything helps.”
Way helped her and her family
Louise Simbandumwe, di- when they came to Canada as
rector of SEED Winnipeg, a local refugees.
VWVXZWÅ\ IOMVKa \PI\ KWUJI\[
Simbandumwe has a romanpoverty, was the guest speaker of tic notion of Canada.
the breakfast, and explained how
“The land of milk and

honey,” she said.
Bruce Popham, a volunteer
for the Information Technology
Service Committee branch of
United Way, sees this initiative as
a call to action for all Winnipeggers.
“Give like generous Winnipeggers do,” he said.
Popham encouraged students to visit Urban Exchange, a
website for Winnipeggers to voice
their opinions on how the United
Way should spend the money
raised.
For more information visit www.mycitymysay.ca.

COLLEGE NEWS

Massage group slams RRC course
Danielle Conolly
Student Contributor

massage therapy,” said MTAM
executive director George Fraser.

5<)5 Q[ VWVXZWÅ\ WZOIRED River College came under nization of massage therapists.
ÅZM QV TI\M 7K\WJMZ NZWU \PM Membership is voluntary, and
Massage Therapy Association approved only to those who have
of Manitoba, who criticized one completed two years of study from
of the college’s local massage a recognized massage school.
courses.
MTAM-recognized
massage
On Oct. 22, MTAM com- therapy programs are accessed
pleted an audit of three basic only through private vocational
massage courses offered at the schools, which Fraser said need
college’s Winkler and Steinbach to establish a two-year program
campuses. MTAM became in- based on a national standard.
volved after receiving complaints
“Our general position is that
from area residents over the Red River should not be offering
past two years, suggesting that the special interest program,” he
some people were completing said.
the program and then practicing
Students in recognized promassage therapy without formal grams pay thousands of dollars.
training.
However, RRC’s course, listed
“We’re concerned that Red under “general interest” on its
River is offering a program in rural campus website, is a series

WN Å^M\PZMMPW]Z[M[[QWV[I\ 
each.
“It’s purely a personal type
of course,” said Isabel Bright, regional manager of RRC’s Winkler
campus. “We make no claim of
training. If [students] want to go
on with further training, we tell
them which schools offer that.
“It shouldn’t mean that we,
as an educational entity, can’t
provide general knowledge, something to enrich people’s lives,” she
said. “People should have an opportunity to learn different things
that don’t always lead them to
being a professional.”
The issue raises questions
about what kinds of courses an
institution should be able to offer,
and who is responsible when po\MV\QITTa ]VY]ITQÅML XMWXTM WXMV
a medical practice.

Since massage therapy isn’t
provincially regulated, formal education isn’t required in order to
practice. No one is breaking the
law.
Yet, when the Regulated
Health Professionals Act passed
in June 2009, massage therapy
came a step closer. If regulated,
practitioners would be educated
through a College of Massage
Therapists.
“Its future role would be to
make certain that the educational
component is standardized and
not trivialized,” Fraser said. “We
think Red River is a partner to
something that erodes, rather
than enhances, the profession.”
Bright, however, disagrees.
“What we’re doing is perfectly acceptable,” she said.
Bright hopes such regulation
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won’t affect RRC’s program.
“If legislation went through
and said any kind of massage
VMMLML I KMZ\QÅKI\M _M _W]TL
stop,” she said. “But no one’s
going know what that legislation
says until it’s said.”
Major changes to the course
are unlikey, Bright said. However,
some were implemented after discussion with MTAM.
Fraser said the college forUMZTa OI^M KMZ\QÅKI\M[ ]XWV
completion of the program,
but stopped after MTAM complained.
“We were using the word
‘therapeutic’ and then we met
with the association,” Bright said.
‘Therapeutic’ has since been
LZWXXMLNZWU\PMKMZ\QÅKI\M[
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Hello Red River Students, I hope everybody enjoyed their
Halloween weekend. For those of you who were able to make it out to our
creepin’ in real Kegger you know how great it was, PSC however, where
is your school spirit? All joking aside I hope everybody enjoyed
themselves and had a fun and safe Halloween.
As we are in November I would like to take a minute to remember all of
the individuals who fought for everything we have today.
All we have of freedom, all we use or know This our fathers bought for us long and long ago.
~Rudyard Kipling, The Old Issue, 1899

HEALTH PLAN : If you planning on dropping your health insurance
you must do so within 30 days of the start date of you program. Opt-out
forms are available at FM66 (NDC) or in either SA office.
Application To Graduate
Just a quick reminder to all January grads, your application to graduate is DUE!
Please speak your instructor, check the web site or go to student services to inquire.
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Up Coming Events
EVENTS
Feb.
9 Feb.23
Every Tuesday will be
MOVIE DAY

RRCSA
Food Bank

in the Cave
Popcorn specials
available at the

The Red River College Student’s Association operates a food bank
at both the NDC and PSC locations. As the days get colder please
donate any gently used winter clothes along with your regular food
contribution.

Ox
? READING WEEK ?

Because everybody can use a helping hand

I think so... ask your SA Exec

Join the SA Events
Email List
saevents@rrc.mb.ca

Wanting to fundraise for a good cause ?? Graduation party ?
Join a club or create a club and we will help by providing
assistance and opportunities…
Applications are available at CM-20, NDC or P110-160 at PSC.

Check out the
SA website @
www.rrcsa.com

Notre Dame Campus
CM20 - 2055 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba

Princess Street Campus
P110-160 Princess Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba
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Winnipeg rallies for climate change
Sandy Klowak
Student Contributor
DO IT FOR the kids, the climate
change activists say.
Citizens around the world
demonstrated on behalf of the
planet, and their little ones, on
Oct. 24, calling on governments
worldwide to commit to tangible
climate change goals at December’s United Nations Climate
Change Conference in Copenhagen, Denmark.
According to Americanbased activist group 350.org,
organizer of the global event,
5,200
demonstrations
were
staged in 181 countries. Protesters demanded a commitment by
world leaders to reducing carbon
dioxide emissions to 350 parts per
million (ppm), when they meet in
Copenhagen later this year. This
number is the highest amount
deemed safe by scientists to avoid
dangerous climate change in the
coming years.
In Winnipeg, 400 people
gathered at the legislature to hear
several speakers before marching
to The Forks.
Gabriela Rodrigues and
partner Randy Plett were out
with two of their children, Macy,
1, and Simon, 3.
“I worry terribly about what
we’re leaving for them,” Rodrigues said. “I’m worried that
they’re going to be left with a lot
of calamity.”
Rodrigues feels that politicians aren’t receptive enough to
the wishes of the public’s desire
for concrete action on climate
change.
“A lot of people are asleep at
the wheel,” she said. “Politicians
are asleep.”
Rodrigues feels that as a
privileged country, Canada has

KYOTO FOR
DUMMIES
What is the Kyoto Protocol?
It’s an international United
Nations agreement that sets
V\[ZWLJPÄJNYLLUOV\ZLNHZ
emission (GHG) reduction targets, created in1997 in Kyoto,
Japan. It calls for an overall
Ä]LWLYJLU[YLK\J[PVUPU./.
emissions from 1990 levels,
during the 2008-2012 period.
Levels have actually risen 25
per cent.
How many countries
have signed on?
Currently, 188 countries
and one regional economic
integration organization (the
European Economic Community) have signed on.

Above: Climate change activists
form the number 350, representing the parts-per-million of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere they say
should be the world’s target.

The United States, one of the
two biggest GHG emitters,
has not committed. While
Canada has committed to
Kyoto targets, it has not met
its goals.

Right: Randy Plett (upper left) and
partner Gabriela Rodrigues (upper
right) rallied for climate action with
their children, Simon (lower left)
and Macy (lower right).

What’s happening
in Copenhagen?
The Kyoto Protocol expires
in 2012, making it essential
to sign on to a new, stronger
global climate agreement.

I ZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a \W TMIL \PM ÅOP\
against global warming, instead
of dragging its heels and impeding progress.
Josh Brandon, co-ordinator
of the Living Green program at
Resource Conservation Manitoba, agrees.
“Unfortunately our records
have been abysmal,” Brandon
said.
Under the Kyoto Protocol of
1997, the Canadian government
committed to reducing greenhouse gas emissions to six per
cent below 1990 levels during the

7OV[VZI`:HUK`2SV^HR;OL7YVQLJ[VY

2008-2012 period. Levels have
actually risen 25 per cent higher
than 1990 levels, Brandon said.
“I really hope that the events
(the demonstrations) sharpen
the minds of leaders to create a
bold plan of action for climate
change,” he said. “It’s hard sometimes to get the attention of this
government. But when politicians
see thousands of Canadians gath-

ering across the country, I think
that will make them stand up and
listen.”
Brandon reiterated Rodrigues’ concerns for her children. “Kids born today are going
to be suffering the catastrophic
effects of climate change if we
don’t act today. So we have a huge
responsibility,” he said.

What happens if targets
aren’t met by 2012?
According to the UN, science
suggests global GHG emissions must peak in the next 10
to 15 years, and be reduced
by 50 to 80 per cent below
1990 levels by 2050. This
will avoid disastrous climate
change consequences, such
as extreme weather, rising
sea-levels and shifts in growing seasons.
For more information, visit
unfccc.int.

COLLEGE NEWS

Composting on campus
Options are limited, but college looking to improve
Melissa Marlatt
Student Contributor
RED RIVER COLLEGE has
taken huge steps in the effort to
become more sustainable. But
there are always ways RRC can
go further in their effort of becoming more sustainable.
One of those initiatives is
composting, and the program
has been started at Notre Dame
as a pre-consumer program.
But when it comes to setting up
a program at RRC, the location issues simply come down
to space.
“[Notre Dame] is a million
square feet of space that we

have, and so we do this on-site
compost operation since we have
the space to do that,” said Sara
MacArthur, RRC’s manager of
sustainability initiatives.
The Princess Street campus
is also being considered for a
composting program, but limited
space leaves more issues to be
considered.
“Everything we do is dependant on budget,” MacArthur
said. “I’ve submitted this application for a start up grant from the
Province of Manitoba to assist
with the start up cost in ordering the new bins and any new
signage.”
MacArthur said she will be

hearing about the grant before
the budget process, so she should
ÅVL W]\ [WWV IJW]\ QVQ\QI\QVO I
program at Princess Street.
But implementing a program
can cause headaches for sustainability planners, said Matt Russell,
co-ordinator of the University of
Winnipeg’s EcoPIA (Ecological
People in Action).
“There has been a problem
with contamination of the
compost, people putting in things
that are not compostable. The
whole container has to be thrown
out,” he said. “It’s really hard to
teach people. It’s so easy to just
throw whatever in and not think
about it.”

4PZOH>HYIHUZRP

The University of Winnipeg introduced a composting
program two years ago.
Russell said contamination is
something to watch out for before
setting up a public composting
program. It’s just one more bin
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people have to think about
before throwing their waste
away.
MacArthur agreed.
“Once you take it to the
public realm, it is always a
problem,” she said.
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The road to employment
Karleigh Danowski
Student Contributor

“You need to start doing
your homework before
you graduate to know
what your next steps are
going to be once you’re
out of school.”

WHETHER you’re starting, in
\PMUQLLTMWZÅVQ[PQVOaW]ZXW[\
secondary education, your goal is
the same. The reason you chose
to attend college is to learn skills
\PI\_QTTXZMXIZMaW]NWZI[XMKQÅK
career path. However, education
shouldn’t be your only focus.
There are many other aspects
that an employer considers when
hiring a new employee and Red
River College is a place to begin
maximizing your employment
potential.
“We have a lot of resources
at the college that the students
can tap into,” said Michelle
Johnson, employment services coordinator at RRC.
Johnson said the college
holds many events and has many
services to help students. Employment services is available at
both the Princess Street campus
and the Notre Dame campus.
Volunteering is also an ex\ZMUMTa JMVMÅKQIT M`XMZQMVKM
Johnson said.
“A lot of employers look favourably upon volunteer experience, because individuals are

preparation for the interview is
essential.
Your grades are also an important factor.
“Strive for mastery of the
9OtHUUL4HYJV\_;OL7YVQLJ[VY
course content,” said Johnson.
going above and beyond and Centre, said it’s important to
However, without the other
showing a commitment to their conduct informational interviews components mentioned, your
community,” she said. “If they with employers in your chosen degree or diploma may lack subhave the opportunity and the industry. These interviews allow stance in the eyes of an employer.
time, I think it’s important to gain aW] \W TMIZV UWZM IJW]\ [XMKQÅK
Proactive behaviour during
experience.”
companies and their positions, school creates stepping-stones for
Johnson also encourages stu- while gaining interview and net- a strong foundation and Young
stressed preparedness.
dents to subscribe to magazines working skills.
“You need to start doing your
IVL_MJ[Q\M[ZMTI\ML\W\PMQZÅMTL
“When you go for an interhomework
before you graduate to
to stay up-to-date in their indus- view, I always teach in class that
know
what
your next steps are
try.
the resume gets you the interview
going
to
be
once you’re out of
Networking is key to make and the interview gets you the
school,”
he
said.
contact with potential employers job,” Young said.
of the future.
The interview process is just
Johnson agreed.
Ross Young, employment as important as everything that
“I always tell people don’t
counsellor and job search facili- helped get you to that point. An wait — start planning for your
tator at the Winnipeg Transition error-free resume is crucial and careers now,” he said.

WORLD NEWS

Sebastian Eklund

– Ross Young,
employment counselor

The Martlet (University of Victoria)

No more
happy meals
for Iceland

VICTORIA (CUP) — The
K]ZZMV\OTWJITÅVIVKQITKZQ[Q[_QTT
have at least one positive effect
on health: Iceland will now be
completely devoid of the golden
arches.
McDonald’s, the mightiest

of fast food chains, is closing
shop and jumping ship in the
country.
All three franchised stores
in the country will be closed as
a result of Icelanders getting hit
especially hard by the recession.
As a country, Iceland has been
one of the European countries
hit hardest by the recession. The

Offices:
Room FM66 Notre Dame Campus or
Students’ Assoc. Office Princess Campus
P-110 (reduced hours)

STUDENT
HEALTH & DENTAL PLAN
OPT-OUT DEADLINE
30 Days from the Start Date of Program
OPT IN - RETURNING STUDENTS:
Within 30 Days from the Start Date of Your Program
FAMILY ADD ON DEADLINE:
Within 30 Days from the Start Date of Your Program

To obtain appropriate deadline forms, coverage information,
and the MB.Pharmacare application to receive your SA CARE CARD
(eligible prescription drug card) please visit the:

nation of roughly 320,000 people
was forced to take a $2.1 billion
loan from the International MonM\IZa.]VLIVL[I_I[QOVQÅKIV\
devaluation of its currency, the
Icelandic króna.
After the major banks in
Reykjavík crashed, Icelanders
began criticizing the right-wing
government for their free market
model and blame politicians in
part for the crisis. Since 2008,
the recession in Iceland started
pushing people towards cheaper
local goods rather than spending
on imported novelties.
Icelanders have since begun
substituting costly meals for more
traditional foods. This change in
KWV[]UMZKPWQKMQ[IZMÆMK\QWVWN 
the economic situation, and the
effect on McDonald’s is an extension of this.
As of 2007, Icelanders paid
a beefy $7.44 for the signature
Big Mac burger, which made
Iceland one of the world’s most
expensive McDonald’s options.
Ingredient costs doubled
over the past year for McDonalds’ Iceland locations. Since the
KPIQVQV1KMTIVLQ[VW\XZWÅ\able, the owner of the stores, Jon
Gardar Ogmundsson, is abandoning the franchise. He will
be reopening under a different
name with a focus on providing local products instead of the
imported McDonald’s fare.

Student Benefits Plan Office ROOM FM 66 – Notre Dame Campus
or
Students’ Assoc. Office Princess Campus – P-110 (reduced hours)
Or call (204)632-2503
sahealth@rrc.mb.ca

www.gallivan.ca/studentnetworks
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Local Briefs
*VTWPSLKI`(UUH/HYYPZVU

TIM HORTONS RAISES
COFFEE PRICES
Canadian coffee mega-chain
Tim Hortons announced its
increased prives would begin in
[OLÄYZ[ML^^LLRZVM5V]LTILY
HUK^V\SKYHUNLMYVTÄ]L[V
seven cents per cup. Quebec
and the Maritimes will also
see an increase in the price of
coffee.
Tim Hortons said the
reason for the increase is the
higher cost of coffee beans and
the increase of minimum wage.
The company is concerned it
^PSSUV[TLL[P[ZÄUHUJPHSNVHSZ
VM[OYLL[VÄ]LWLYJLU[NYV^[O
for the year.
Tim Hortons is the largest
publicly-traded fast-food restaurant chain in Canada.
KATZ LASHES OUT
AT PHOTO RADAR
Winnipeg Mayor Sam Katz isn’t
happy to hear that photo radar
crews may still be setting up
in constructions areas when
no construction workers are
present, the Winnipeg Sun
reported.
Katz is following up on
recent public complaints that
this practice is still going on,
even though a Winnipeg court
dismissed speeding tickets
given in such areas just last
year.
“I’ve already said the way
I think it should be and to hear
something that contradicts that,
to be very frank with you, pisses
me off,” Katz told the Sun.
Following the court decision, Katz and Justice Minister
Dave Chomiak, contended that
photo radar should only be
used in construction areas when
workers are present, or if there
are other hazards such as lane
closures or obstructions requiring a slower speed.
The police are also looking
into the complaints, but haven’t
released any information.

DOWNTOWN BIZ SEEKS
NEW VOLUNTEERS
The Downtown Winnipeg BIZ
is looking for volunteers for a
new Downtown Watch customer service program, and is
expanding their volunteer force
to include seniors and people
with disabilities. They encourage
all interested to volunteer.
Duties would include s
and distributing print material,
working display booths during
promotions and recruitment
events, attending special events,
identifying new businesses,
liaising with public and BIZ
membership.
For more info contact Craig
Strike at 204-958-4644.
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Downtown cafe gives on Thanksgiving
Shelley Cook
Student Contributor
SOME regular customers of the
Ellice Cafe had a lot to be thankful for this Thanksgiving as the
cafe held its second annual complementary Thanksgiving feast
on Oct. 25.
“My thought was that if
aW]¼ZM WV I Å`ML QVKWUM IVL
come in here regularly, the least I
can do is treat you to a nice meal,”
said manager Belinda Squance.
“I’m running a business and not
a soup kitchen, but in the midst
WN \PQ[J][QVM[[\PMZMQ[[WUMÆM`ibility to do something like this.”
The cafe was decorated
nicely for the event, each table
dressed in linen table clothes with
NZM[PÆW_MZKMV\MZXQMKM[
Guests enjoyed a threecourse turkey dinner with all the
Å`QVO[ IVL _MZM MV\MZML QV I
number of random prize draws.
The dinner, which was put
WV _Q\P ÅVIVKQIT I[[Q[\IVKM NZWU
Grant Memorial Baptist Church,
fed 39 area residents.
The meal, partially donated
by Sysco food distributors, was
prepared and served by a handful
of volunteers.
For guests like Glenn and
Heather De Paulo, who are on
social assistance, their appreciation went beyond the three-course
turkey dinner.
“They treat you like you’re
part of the family here,” said De
Paulo. “They just treat you with

National
Briefs
*VTWPSLKI`(UUH/HYYPZVU

ANOTHER CANADIAN
SOLDIER KILLED

/LH[OLY-SHTHUK

Trudy Turner (right), serves Thanksgiving dinner to Mary Rusk, a long time regular at the Ellice Cafe.

such respect.”
Added De Paulo’s wife,
Heather: “I consider this my
home away from home.”
The home-away-from-home
atmosphere is what the Ellice Cafe
has tried to incorporate since it
opened four years ago by the late
Reverend Harry Lehotsky.
“We don’t turn people away,”
said Squance. “We welcome
white collar and blue collar and

no collar.
“Harry’s mission for the cafe
when he opened it, was to provide
a ‘dry’ place for area residents to
go and have a good meal.”
“They just carried on with
Harry’s work,” said John Linklater, who attended the dinner with
his brother Jay. “You couldn’t
meet nicer bunch.”
Squance said with the help
of volunteers, the cafe will con-

tinue to hold special dinners like
this one for area residents.
“My hope is that people
will be blessed and see how easy
it really is to carry on the vision
Harry started,” she said.

Light rail transit still a possibility for Winnipeg
Michael Fleischmann
Student Contributor
MANY Red River College students require access to reliable
public transit services. The con[\Z]K\QWV WN  \PM ÅZ[\ J][ ZIXQL
transit corridor is supposed to
usher in a new era of faster public
transportation for Winnipeggers,
but this may not be the only way
we’ll travel.
The possibility of a light rail
transit system being developed
in Winnipeg is encouraging to
students who presently rely on
public transportation.
5MOIV <Z]UIV ! I ÅZ[\
year accounting student would be
open to using the light rail transit
system.
¹1 LMÅVQ\MTa _W]TL 1 LWV¼\
have my license.”
Truman said she hopes the
cost to take light rail would be
similar to costs now.
“But I doubt it would be
student rate,” she said.
In 2004, Mayor Sam Katz
cancelled a rapid transit bus corridor plan because he preferred
a light rail plan. Five years later,
Katz is still optimistic a light rail
system will be built in Winnipeg,
despite the fact that bus rapid
transit got the head start.
“The costs from previous

Canada has now lost a total
of 133 soldiers in Afghanistan.
Sapper Steven Marshall, 24,
was killed by an improvised explosive device (IED) on Oct. 30.
Marshall, of Edmonton,
Alta., was relatively new to the
Canadian Army, having only enlisted two years ago. He was on
foot patrol when the explosion
occurred and had only been in
Kandahar for a week. No other
soldiers were injured in the
event.
Marshall was one of
two Canadian soldiers killed
in October. Lt. Justin Garrett
Boyes, 26, was killed Oct. 28
when his foot patrol was hit by
an IED just outside of Kandahar
City.
OLYMPIC TORCH STALLED
BY PROTESTERS
Hundreds of anti-Olympic protestors caused a reroute of the
Olympic torch in Victoria.
The torch was being run
toward a celebration at the BC
legislature on Oct. 30, when
the entourage encountered the
demonstration. A quick decision by security and Olympic
organizers had the torch put
into a van and driven around
the demonstration.
The anti-Olympic demonstration carried on for hours,
blocking Victoria city streets.
It then moved to the legislature and continued during the
Olympic torch ceremony.
It is not known whether or
not the torch remained lit during
the interruption.

SAVING POLAR BEARS

“If you look at
Toronto and
Montreal and the
development around
those rail systems,
I think light rail will
bring more of that
type of development
for the city”
– Scott Fielding,
city councillor

-SPJRY

aMIZ[ PI^M KWUM LW_V ÅN\a XMZ
cent. If you had a project that cost
a billion it is now $500 million,”
said Katz.
Katz points out that a light
rail system is still only achievable
with support from the provincial
and federal government.
City councillor Scott Fielding likes the business development
opportunities associated with a
light rail system.

“If you look at Toronto and
Montreal and the development
around those rail systems, I think
light rail will bring more of that
type of development for the city,”
Fielding said.
.WZÅZ[\aMIZJ][QVM[[[\]LMV\
Graeme Greengrass, 23, light rail
is something he would use if it
meets some basic criteria.
“Depending on destination
and pickups, I would expect a

student rate just like transit right
now,” he said.
Funding for phase two of the
bus rapid transit corridor has yet
to be secured so it will most likely
be some time before a light rail
system becomes a reality for Winnipeg in the future.

THE PROJECTOR

Canada and Greenland are
combining forces to avoid the
rapid depletion of polar bear
populations. CBC reported the
two nations are forming a commission to protect and manage
the bears in of the Arctic areas
that are shared.
The commission will
suggest and manage hunting
quotas, but not overrule existing work of government. Two
Nunavut Inuit organizations,
Nunavut Tunngavik Inc. and
the Qikiqtaaluk Wildlife Board,
will also have members on the
commission.
In recent years, biologists
have condemned the hunting
of polar bears in regions shared
by Canada and Greenland.
They contend that the bear
population can not withstand
both nations depleting the
population, making the need for
agreed hunting quotas between
the two regions imperative.
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Putting youth on the career trek
College gives kids hands on learning
in engineering, journalism

International
Briefs

Chris Gareau
Student Contributor

sounds of ceremonial graduation
music.
Classes are taught by postIMAGINE you were ten years secondary students, many of
old again. It’s Saturday morning whom are alumni of the program
and you can’t wait to get school. themselves. They are assisted by
Sound impossible? For hundreds Grade 10 student volunteers that
of kids in Manitoba each year, it’s have graduated Career Trek.
a reality.
3QL[ \PI\ ÅVQ[P \PM ÅZ[\

+IZMMZ<ZMSQ[IVW\NWZXZWÅ\ phase get a chance to move on
educational program that started to phase two of Career Trek,
as a pilot project 14 years ago and where they work with professionis now run by founder and execu- als directly for two hours a week.
tive director Darrell Cole. It helps Princess Street students staying
children in Manitoba learn what late Wednesday might have
they want to be when they grow noticed some junior high students
up.
roaming the campus. They are
Red River College is one of here to learn broadcast journalthe post-secondary institutions ism and might be seen replacing
supporting the program.
Peter Mansbridge in the near
On Saturdays from October future.
to April, kids take the bus to the
The varied workplaces stuNotre Dame campus to learn dents go to include the college,
careers in construction, electric Standard Aero, Prairie Theatre
engineering, business adminis- Exchange, CancerCare Manitration, and creative communi- toba, and Engineers Without
cations. One Saturday in each Borders. Employers need kids
Å^M_MMS\MZUQ[LMLQKI\ML\W^Q[- more interested in education aciting the Stevenson Aviation and cording to phase two project
Aerospace Training Centre to manager Chris Tekpetey.
experience careers working with
¹?M\Za\W\IZOM\KIZMMZÅMTL[
aircraft.
we know our kids have interest
Family involvement is im- in,” he said. “Then we set up
portant, with the last week in meetings to sit down and talk with
each term being a “family day.” (employers) about skilled labour
Family members come to class shortages that are affecting all
to participate and learn about a Manitoba employers and how it’s
career right along side the kids. a great opportunity for employers
After family day, students at Red \W LQZMK\Ta QVÆ]MVKM \PM SVW_TRiver move on to learn careers at edge the kids will learn about
the University of Winnipeg and when they get to post-secondary
the University of Manitoba.
school.”
The end of the program
<PM JMVMÅ\[ [\IZ\ JMNWZM
in spring brings with it gradu- college. They gain a new peration day. The ceremony, com- spective on their current schoolplete with gowns, diplomas, and ing according to Tekpetey. “The
awards, puts a punctuation mark kids can understand, ‘Why do I
on the experience. Last year’s cer- need a certain science? Why do
emony, held at Prairie Theatre I need English? What is the real
Exchange, had kids beaming with relevance of this homework in repride as they marched in to the lation to the career?’”

*VTWPSLKI`(UUH/HYYPZVU

MIDDLE EAST PEACE
STILL A LONG WAY OFF

A Career Trek student gets hands on learning in radiation therapy.

6U[OLÄYZ[KH`VM*HYLLY;YLR»Z
phase one, kids in the creative
communications class were
asked to interview a fellow
student and write a short piece
on the program.
Here are samples of their work:
Pamela Figueroa goes to Elwick
School and she found out about
Career Trek. She now goes to
Career Trek for twenty Saturdays.
So far, her favourite class is Journalism. She loves to write. She
learns four careers each Saturday.
She learned about Journalism,
Construction, Business, and Electricity. “When I grow up, I want to
go to the University of Winnipeg,”
said Pamela.
- Sapphire Whittington
---

Madison Boychuk gets picked
up from her school, Margaret
Park, at 9:15 a.m. She does
mind the October cold but she
has said that Career Trek is
worth it. Madison is 10 years
old and is happy to be here.
She hasn’t thought about what
she wants to be when she gets
older, and this she says will
help her decide.
- Samantha Rogers
--Tessa Houle likes Career Trek.
She enjoys electronics the
most so far. She is 10 years
old. She is looking forward to
going to the U of W.
- Kalista Muracz

The United States is continuing to push for peace in the
Middle East, despite Palestinian
resistance.
According to BBC News,
U.S. Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton traveled to the United
Arab Emirates to meet with
Palestinian President Mahmoud
Abbas. She is said to be encouraging further discussions
of peace between the president
and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. Clinton met
with Natanyahu shortly after, in
Jerusalem.
The meetings represent the
ongoing effort of the U.S to try
and establish some semblance
of peace between Israel and the
Palestinians.
During their meetings,
Abbas told Clinton that Palestinians would not continue peace
negotiations with Israel unless
there was an agreement in place
to freeze all Jewish settlements.
6 PASSENGERS PASS OUT
ON PLANE
Emergency services were called
to London’s Heathrow Airport
on Halloween, after six passenNLYZVUH)YP[PZO(PY^H`ZÅPNO[
had fainted, BBC News reports.
The cause of the faintings was
unknown and as a precaution,
emergency crews wore protective suites when they entered
the aircraft.
None of the passengers required further medical attention
and all were able to continue
their travels.
The incident is presently under investigation by the
British Airways. The passengers
had been traveling from Newark,
New Jersey.

TITLE
U.S.-Poland relations are in
choppy water after a crew
member on a US Navy ship
HJJPKLU[HSS`ÄYLKHZOV[PU[V[OL
Polish city of Gdynia on Oct. 28.
The crew member of the
USS Ramage was cleaning
a M240 machine gun when
three rounds discharged, CNN
reported.
Though no damage or injuries were reported, the Polish
military did board the ship to
conduct an investigation. The
USS Ramage fully co-operated.
The ship was in port after
returning from an international
exercise on the Baltic Sea. It
had been scheduled to leave
that day. No charges have
been laid against crew member
cleaning the weapon.
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Distance education
classes going places
Enrolment on the rise
Greg Berg
Student Contributor

already employed,” said Johnson.
“It’s common for organizations to
sponsor students as a preparation
MANY people have a strong to write the project management
desire to obtain education or professional exam. The economic
improve skills they already have. uncertainty has prompted people
1\¼[UWZMLQNÅK]T\QN \PMaPI^MIV to take the program as well.”
existing job and don’t have the
Allen Mankewich, 29, works
daylight hours available to attend about one hour a night on web
campus. That’s where distance site development assignments.
education comes in. These indi- Distance education through RRC
viduals need never walk through has made it much easier for him
the doors of Red River College if to learn from home and continue
they have the desire to learn.
to work for the government of
The most recent statistic for Manitoba, a job he’s had for the
distance education course regis- past six years.
tration at RRC is a contrast from
“My previous website dethe year before. In the 2008-09 velopment training was through
registration period, the college work, making online policy
saw a 15.3 per cent increase. manuals for the government
In actual numbers, this meant where we put them online. Web
4,675 registrations entered RRC’s design is something that interests
system.
me. Someday I’d like to transiSo, what’s driving the in- tion on a more full-time basis,”
crease?
Mankewich said.
“The recession has made for
Mankewich is in an ingood timing for people to come troductory course for now, but
back and upgrade their skills,” eventually wants to complete
said Joanne Shay, program direc- all 12 courses currently offered
tor for the school of continuing in RRC’s website development
and distance education. “Typi- program (as of this printing, ten
cally in a market where there’s are currently offered) to gain his
less employment, people do come KMZ\QÅKI\M )N\MZ \PI\ PM PI[ \PM
back to school.”
choice of more than a dozen elecA recent survey conducted tive courses to choose from to
by Red River found that 42 per improve his skill set.
cent of the people who were surRed River isn’t the only
veyed said their reason for taking school seeing distance education
distance education courses was to enrolment rates increase — Asmaintain or upgrade current job siniboine Community College has
skills or knowledge.
been as well.
Project
management
According to Louise Moss,
program instructor Kirk Johnson executive assistant to the viceQ[IV\QKQXI\QVOIÅ^M\WXMZKMV\ president academic for ACC,
increase in online registrations distance education registrations
alone for this year.
have jumped from 1,100 in 2005,
“Many of my students are to over 1,400 in 2009.

RonaldMcDonaldFamilyRoom
Makeadifferenceinthelifeofachild.
InFebruary2010theRonaldMcDonaldFamilyRoomwillopenits
doorsinChildren’sHospital.Thisprogramwillextendthewallsof
RonaldMcDonaldHousetoahospitalsettingwherefamily
membersofchildrenundergoingtreatmentwillfindhomeaway
fromhome.The3000squarefootspacewillfeaturethree
bedrooms,alivingspace,computers,fullkitchenanddiningarea,
bathroomswithashower,laundryfacilitiesandaquietlounge.
Weareactivelylookingforvolunteerstofillimportantrolesinthis
program.Shiftswillbethreehoursandrunfrom9:00a.m.
through9:00p.m.sevendaysaweek.Activitieswillinclude:
interactingwithfamiliesandchildren,maintainingthetidinessof
theroom,helpingwithofficework,bakingandrecreational
activities,andhelpingfamilieswithanythingthatwillmaketheir
staymorecomfortable.
TrainingandorientationswillbeginNovember16.
Formoreinformationvisitrmh.mb.caorcontactKristinHancock,
FamilyRoomManagerat(204)795Ͳ7488orkristin@rmh.mb.ca.
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What’s
the big
fucking
deal?
Shane Scott-Travis
Nexus (Camosun College)

S

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

students’ families and the interest charges on student
loans.

Re: Student Workload and the cost
Jennifer Hanson (Oct. 26) makes some excellent points
in her article regarding the burden of tuition fees
IVL\PMTQUQ\MLÅVIVKQVOI^IQTIJTM\WXW[\[MKWVLIZa
students in Manitoba. Since 1995, federal funding to
post-secondary institutions across Canada has been
K]\LZIUI\QKITTaIVLQV[\Q\]\QWV[PI^M\ZQML\WÅTT\PQ[
funding gap with tuition fees. Unfortunately for everyone, this is a losing strategy — one that shuts low- and
middle-income students out of post-secondary education, or leaves them with debt that can be unmanageable. Manitoba’s 4.3 per cent tuition fee increase only
serves to increase student debt. As Hanson points out,
students often have to work long hours, or more than
one job, to afford their schooling. The alternative is a
high level of student debt that takes years to pay off
— average student debt in Manitoba currently sits at
$19,000, not to mention private debt, debt taken on by

Tackling student poverty in Manitoba is about more
than just lowering fees. It’s about ensuring social and
economic supports are in place so that students can
complete their education. This involves access to a
living wage, adequate childcare access, good-quality
public housing, and employment equity. Students
concerned about these issues should join the Canadian Federation of Students and Make Poverty History
Manitoba in the Target Poverty campaign, in which
students and the community are calling for a 25% reL]K\QWVQVXW^MZ\aZI\M[W^MZ\PMVM`\Å^MaMIZ[>Q[Q\
www.targetpoverty.ca.
Jonny Sopotiuk
Manitoba Chairperson
Canadian Federation of Students

Think your opinion is the
only one that matters?

IT IS!
Write for the Projector! You don’t even need to know
how. We’ll teach you all you need to know. Get
published. Give your mom something to hang on the
fridge. Become famous. Email editor@rrcsa.com

hit, piss, ass, fuck. Offended? All right, what about
asshole, motherfucker, cocksucker and cunt? That
list pretty much sums up the most abusive and
insulting words in the English language. And how many
North Americans know these words by the third grade?
From a young age we learn what “bad words” are. By
kindergarten most of us know what words are naughty,
even if we can’t attribute much meaning to them. But
why is such a ruckus kicked up whenever an expletive is
issued?
Cursing and cussing can be so paradoxical. Dropping the f-bomb, for instance, is taboo in most cultures
the world over, but instead of shirking it off, people swear
regularly.
Fuck this, fuck that and what the fuck?
Fuck is an adjective, verb, adverb, noun, pronoun
and interjection. As far as cuss words go, it can be used
any fucking place.
Swear words don’t necessarily roll off the tongue
or convey much by way of poetry, but what is it about
raunchy expletives that upset us so much?
From the point of view of a cunning linguist, it’s
apparent that the history of language contains a buried
JIKSLZWXWN KTI[[_IZIVLM\PVQKKWVÆQK\
Almost all English swear words come from AngloSaxon, Danish or Gaelic roots. This goes back to the
history of social class in England, particularly to the
Norman conquests of 1066. At this time the French and
Latin languages dominated aristocratic, legal and royal
circles.
So we have crass and lewd words coming from
farmers, serfs and blue-collar types (the Anglo-Saxons)
— the ones who enjoy blowjobs. And then there are the
aristocratic bluebloods. They don’t get BJs at all. Instead
they enjoy “fellatio.” Got it?
While the common peasant might suggest their local
bishop or nobleman is a “motherfucking asshole,” Latinized, he is merely an “incestuous anus.”
Similarly, peeps in the inner city might refer to their
landlord as a “fucking shithead” but properly speaking
he’s only a “copulating excrement head.” Which one
sounds more ludicrous?
What it is about language that deems some words
profane and others hunky-dory? For example, the word
“profane” comes from Latin and means “outside the
temple,” hence the association of blasphemy with damnation.
So is it long-held ties to Christian dogmatism that has
predetermined our views on appropriate and inappropriate speech? Perhaps our frequently backsliding status quo
has a part in all this too.
Whatever the cause of the clamor over profanity, it’s
fair to say that words have whatever power we decide to
give them. When you bang your shin or stub your toe,
doesn’t it feel great to let out a “fuck”? You bet it does.
Even if we are a little old-fashioned or turned off by
brute lip service, we should still acknowledge there’s a
place for foul language. Like Mark Twain said, “There
ought to be a room in every house to swear in.” Fuckin’
right there should be!
- Canadian University Press

EDITORIAL POLICY
6WPUPVUZL_WYLZZLKVU[OPZWHNLHYL[OLH\[OVYZ»HUKKVUV[ULJLZZHYPS`YLÅLJ[[OVZLVM[OL7YVQLJ[VYVY[OL9LK9P]LY*VSSLNL:[\KLU[Z»(ZZVJPH[PVU;OPZWHNLPZKLKPJH[LK[V[OLL_change of ideas, opinions and alternative points of view. Want to share your two cents or comment on something you read in this issue? Opinion articles should be 500-600 words. Letters to
the editor should be no more than 200 words. Oh, and we love editorial cartoons as well. Email editor@rrcsa.com.
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Rebels victimized in season opener
agreeing that it was a tough loss,
Ruddock said there was plenty to
build on moving forward.
“We played hard,” Ruddock
said. “We have some work to do
but if we work hard together and
as individuals, our team will come
together and we’ll get better.
We’ve only had a couple practices
and a couple games so this is just
the beginning,” she added.
Despite the disappointing
Keith McCullough
losses on the court, the HallowStudent Contributor
een action did produce a treat for
NIV[QV\PMLMJ]\WN \PMÅZ[\M^MZ
IN THE true spirit of Halloween, Rebels dance team. The team
it was a frightening season opener performed between quarters and
for the Red River College Rebels
at half time of
MEN
women’s basketball team.
both games.
Last year’s conference cham- BLAZERS 79
Co-ordinator
REBELS 63
pions were beaten 63-54 by the
Veronica
Hall
Canadian Mennonite Universaid
they’re
WOMEN
sity Blazers on Oct. 31, in the
looking
to
opening regular season game for BLAZERS 63 provide some adREBELS 54
both teams in the Manitoba Colditional exciteleges Athletic Conference.
ment for Rebels
The Rebel’s men’s team also fans.
opened their season on Saturday
“It’s a little something extra
against CMU. They lost by a when you come to the game, that
score of 79-63.
adds something to it so that’s
The Rebels women strug- all were looking for,” she said.
gled to contain the fast-break “We’re trying to keep it really
attack of the Blazers and were versatile, really different so there’s
out-rebounded badly throughout something for everyone.”
the game. They put up a spir- 
<PMa LMÅVQ\MTa LQL \PI\
ited fourth quarter charge, but dancing to songs by Lady Gaga,
fell short of the important season Judas Priest, and T-Pain.
opening win they wanted.
Hall said she hoped her
Coach Cheryl Jean-Paul said team, which will be performing
that her team is still a work in at all Rebels home games, could
progress.
help inspire the
“We have some work
“ I t ’ s
players out on
to do but if we work
early in the
the court.
season
so
“Just the fact
hard together and as
there’s going
that
there’s
individuals, our team
to be some
another
team
will come together and p e r f o r m i n g .
obstacles we
we’ll get better.”
have to get
Maybe it helps
over. We’re
to make them
– Tia Ruddock,
still learning
feel more a part
player
how to play
of the school.
as a team and understanding our More school spirit.
roles,” she said.
“It’s awesome when you can
While Jean-Paul acknowl- get more people involved in what
edged there was work to be done, they like doing and get involved in
she added that it was unfair to the school.”
expect the team to start off as well
When asked for her thoughts
as they ended last year in winning on the new dance team, Jean-Paul
the championship.
was clear in her support.
“I can’t assume that we can
“It adds something, I think,
start from where we left off last to our games,” she said. “If they
season. It’s a brand new program. bring more fans into our games as
It’s a brand new team every single well then the more people in the
year. We lost some huge members gym the better.”
of our team.”
Both Rebel teams will get a
Sharp shooting Tia Ruddock chance at revenge when they play
was one of the bright spots on their next regular season games at
the court for the Rebels. While CMU on Nov. 14.

Basketball
teams dazed
while dance
team dazzles

7OV[VZI`(HYVU*VOLU;OL7YVQLJ[VY

It wasn’t a slaughter, but it was still a frightening Halloween for the Rebel men’s and women’s basketball teams.
Both dropped their season openers against Canadian Mennonite University.
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Time to recognize
Bomber great James Murphy inducted
into Sport Manitoba Hall of Fame
Deland, Florida, but played for
the Winnipeg Blue Bombers for
eight seasons from 1983 to 1990.
ƪ
In a Sport Manitoba press
Sports Beat
release regarding the newest decorated sport heroes, they called
JAMES Murphy wasn’t born in Murphy a CFL legend.
“I am looking forward to
5IVQ\WJIJ]\PMLMÅVQ\MTaUILM
[being inducted],” explained
a name for himself here.
The latter is the reason Murphy before the ceremony on
that the former Winnipeg Blue 6W^¹)VW\PMZWVMWN \PMÅVM[\
Bomber receiver was one of 11 moments of my life.”
Murphy was awarded the
inductees into the Sport ManiCFL’s Most Outstanding Player
toba Hall of Fame on Nov. 7.
“The athlete had to be born Award in ‘86, a season in which
in Manitoba or reside in Mani- he set a Blue Bomber record with
toba during a period for which 166 receptions for 1,746 yards.
the outstanding performance He was also awarded with the Allis claimed. That’s the key that Canadian Wide Receiver Award
allows the hall of fame to have as the league’s best receiver in ‘86
somebody like James Murphy or and ‘88, and the Grey Cup MVP
a Bobby Hull,” said Rick Brown- in ‘88.
His impact on the Blue
lee, Sport Manitoba’s sport and
Bombers, alone, is unquesheritage director.
“The candidate must have tioned.
Murphy’s 9,036 career rerepresented sport with distinction
in athletic competition either in ceiving yards was a Bomber
or out of Manitoba and brought record that was only broken by
great credit to the sport. Which, I Milt Stegall in 2004. Murphy also
think that’s hard to argue against received the Ken Ploen Award as
the team MVP in ‘86 and ‘88.
for James’ case.”
Murphy competed for and
Murphy, 50, was born in

won three Grey Cups with the
Blue Bombers in ‘84, ‘88, and
‘90 — his last year playing with
the Bombers, and the last time
the team has won a Grey Cup.
But it’s the 1984 victory that
stands out to Murphy. He made
a crucial catch against the B.C.
4QWV[ QV \PM _M[\ LQ^Q[QWV ÅVIT
to send the team to the championship game, and while he
didn’t play a critical role in their
/ZMa+]X^QK\WZaQ\_I[\PMÅZ[\
time the Bombers had won in 22
years.
This induction will not be
PQ[ÅZ[\1V!!PM_I[QVL]K\ML
to the Winnipeg Football Club
Hall of Fame and in 2000 into
the Canadian Football Hall of
Fame.
“It’s a tribute to all players
and coaches that I played with.
It’s a great honour for me,” said
Murphy. “The sports hall of
fame is prestigious and to be a
part of that is awesome.”
Clearly leaving an impact
on the community during his
playing career, Murphy still
resides in Winnipeg and helps
the community through his work

:WVY[4HUP[VIH/HSSVM-HTL

Former Winnipeg Blue Bomber James Murphy, the team’s greatest
receiver not named Stegall, was inducted into the Sport Manitoba Hall of
Fame on Nov. 7.

with the Manitoba Home Builders Association.
“I think ones that transcend
the greatness and extend that over
a period of years to formulate a
hall of fame career, usually turn

out to be pretty special people as
well as athletes or builders,” said
Brownlee.

FOOTBALL

Old Lefty’s back in Blue and Gold
Return of Troy
Westwood caps
off unpredictable
season
David Turnbull
Student Contributor
DURING an interview with Troy
Westwood on Kick FM’s Blue
Bomber Radio Show on Sept.
10, just before the Banjo Bowl —
the annual Riders-Bombers clash
coined by Westwood — I asked
him if he would ever consider
kicking in the CFL again. His
answer, which really surprised
me, was, “I’m old now, man.”
Without actually saying no,
Westwood began to talk about
how he was very grateful for everything the league had done for
him and how he enjoyed every
last bit of his kicking career.
Just over a month after this
conversation took place, the Winnipeg Blue Bombers welcomed
back the 42-year-old former
placekicker and punter. The same
Troy Westwood who had all but
given up on any chance of playing
in the CFL again. The same Troy
Westwood who, while writing for
the Winnipeg Sun last season, was
denied a press pass because of
what he was writing about the
team.

My initial reaction?
You have got to
be kidding me.
And yet here were
us Bomber fans,
standing up to show
our overwhelming
support for
Westwood as he
walked onto the
ÄLSKH[*HUHK0UUZ
Stadium.

Rocking his new number 74, Troy
Westwood made his return to the
Bombers in a 41-24 win over the
Montreal Alouettes on Oct. 24.

Bombers’ 2009 regular season.
Let’s face it: Bomber fans have
seen it all this season.
It started with receiver
Derick Armstrong questioning
the coaching staff and getting
cut in July. Then there was the
spygate issue, when a Bombers’
scout was caught charting plays at
a Hamilton Tiger-Cats practice.
Next came the apparent signing
of troubled NFL star Adam
7OV[V*V\Y[LZ`VM[OL>PUUPWLN)S\L)VTILYZ
“Pacman” Jones in September
followed by linebacker Barrin
My initial reaction? You have at Canad Inns Stadium on Oct. Simpson being asked to stay away
got to be kidding me.
 \W X]V\ \PM JITT NWZ \PM ÅZ[\ from the team in late September,
And yet here were us Bomber time in almost a year-and-a-half.
only to be inserted back into the
fans, standing up to show our
,MÅVQ\MTa I [\ZIVOM \]ZV lineup weeks later.
overwhelming support for West- of events. Even in this off-theAnd who can forget head
_WWLI[PM_ITSMLWV\W\PMÅMTL rails roller coaster known as the coach Mike Kelly’s fan alienation.
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At one point calling Winnipeg a
“schizophrenic atmosphere” for
his football team, Kelly went on
to remove the “call-in” portion
from his weekly call-in radio show
on CJOB.
All of this — except for
Simpson’s return — happened
before the month of October.
The Bombers’ should have
felt blessed for their 3-8 start.
In a year where we’ve seen
our fair share of wacky storylines,
Q\¼[ITUW[\Å\\QVO\PI\\PM_IKSQM[\
of them all comes from someone
who once called people from
Saskatchewan “banjo pickin’
inbreds.”
Troy Westwood is back: alive
and kickin’.

Want more Bomber talk?
David Turnbull hosts the
Blue Bomber Radio Show
on Kick FM, Thursdays from
8 to 10 p.m.
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Above: 5H[OHU/V\SLPZWSH`PUNOPZÄYZ[ZLHZVUVMVYNHUPaLKOVJRL`^P[O[OL;PNLYZ
Left: Assistant coach Scott Wiley (right) started the St. John’s hockey program in 2007 with help from head coach
Derek Cantlon, who is also a teacher at St. John’s high school.
Below: *VUZ[HISL>PSL`OHZZLLUPTWYV]LTLU[PUOPZ[LHTI\[[OL`»YLZ[PSSSVVRPUNMVY[OLPYÄYZ[^PU

If Given
the Chance
St. John’s high school hockey program
provides an option to North End youth
7OV[VZI`2HSLU8\HSS`;OL7YVQLJ[VY

Kalen Qually
Sports Editor

N

ATHAN 0W]TM ÅZ[\
laced up a pair of skates
when he was 13 years
old. By that age, many of the
players he now faces in the Winnipeg High School Hockey League
had played organized hockey for
the better part of a decade.
Houle, now 15, is playing in
PQ[ÅZ[\[MI[WV_Q\P\PM;\2WPV¼[
Tigers high school hockey team.
Like many of his 18 teammates
on the Tigers, high school hockey
Q[PQ[ÅZ[\M`XMZQMVKMQVWZOIVQbML
hockey.
In a 14-3 loss to Murdoch
MacKay on Oct. 28, Houle
[KWZML PQ[ ÅZ[\ OWIT QV WZOIVQbML
hockey. “It felt exciting,” he said
after the game with a grin that
looked as though you couldn’t
knock it off his face with a SherWood stick.
He didn’t care about the
score. It’s probably better that
way, when you consider that
the Tigers have lost every game
they’ve played since the hockey
program started at St. John’s high
school at the beginning of the
2007-08 season.

It can’t be easy to inspire a
group of teenage hockey players
NIKQVO I OWIT LMÅKQ\ KWUXIZIJTM
to their age. It’s an unenviable position that Constable Scott Wiley
faces many times throughout the
course of a season.
“During a game you call
them in and say, ‘These guys
have played hockey a lot longer
than you guys but the one thing
you have that they don’t have is
heart,’” says Wiley. Wiley is a
?QVVQXMO XWTQKM WNÅKMZ IVL \PM
Tigers’ assistant coach.
Wiley played a major role
in kick-starting the North End
high school’s hockey program in
2007 and now coaches the team
_Q\PNMTTW_XWTQKMWNÅKMZ/MZIZL
Allard, and Derek Cantlon, a
teacher from St. John’s who serves
as the team’s head coach. In over
\_W [MI[WV[ IVL UWZM \PIV Å^M
dozen games, the team has yet to
win. Wiley compared a 5-3 loss
from last season to winning the
Stanley Cup.
“I got a lot of respect for
every one of those players that
keep coming,” said Wiley. “These
are proud North End kids, they
don’t like to be made to look like
chumps.
“If one of them says, ‘Coach,
we always lose,’ I say to them,
‘Yeah, but you’re not losers.’”

C

URTIS Howson, sports
co-ordinator for Ndinawe
Youth Resource Centre,
praises the high school hockey
program at St. John’s because he
has spent enough time with North
End youth to realize how important hockey is to them.
“It’s all about hockey. The
whole North End loves hockey.
But there are too many reasons
why these kids can’t play. No
transportation, no equipment.
The high school hockey team has
been able to break those barriers
for some of these kids.”
Wiley recalls that the
WHSHL was originally reluctant
to approve the acceptance of St.
John’s high school. Wiley reasoned with them, “I need something for young men to do in the
North End, so let us try.”
“We needed to ensure that
there was enough interest to
sustain a hockey program, both in
terms of the administration and
in players,” says Mike Wake, president of the WHSHL. “We’ve
never actually turned anyone
down before. They had to provide
projections that they could be
around for a couple years, which
they did.”
Allowances were also made
so that the St. John’s hockey
XZWOZIUKW]TLÅTTW]\\PMQZZW[\MZ

started, at least three kids have
graduated high school that would
not have graduated.”
The results are encouraging, but Wiley recognizes that
there are no guarantees the lawful
conduct of Houle or any of his
teammates is permanent. Even
while they’re on the team.
“We’ve lost kids, too,” said
Wiley, regretfully. “I had two kids
where I had to get their release
orders altered so they could play
hockey for me. They fell back into
crime and gang life. But when
they’re at the rink and with me
they’re out of trouble, but I can’t
be with them 24/7.”
Part of the reason Constable
Wiley started the hockey program
was so he could build relationships with youth in the North End
and give them the chance to interact with him as a coach and not a
PEAKING with Houle XWTQKMWNÅKMZ1VITIZOMZKWV\M`\
after the Oct. 28 game, playing high school hockey for St.
[\QTT [UQTQVO NZWU PQ[ ÅZ[\ John’s doesn’t last that long, but
Tigers’ goal, Houle’s expres- Wiley hopes the impression he
sion soon changed as he talked makes will last a lot longer.
“Down the road we might
JZQMÆaIJW]\PQ[JMPI^QW]ZJMNWZM
save
a life. There might be a time
playing hockey with St. John’s.
where
one of (my former players)
“In elementary school I got
OM\[
QV\W
\ZW]JTM IVL XWTQKM WNÅinto trouble,” he said. “No more,
cers
interact
with him.
man. I smartened up after that.”
“Instead
of being combative
Wiley has seen the same
he
accepts
their
help.”
change in many of his players.
“Since the hockey program

with players from R.B. Russell,
Children of the Earth, and St.
John’s high schools, all located in
the North End.
Hardly given a chance to
last a single season, the team now
includes four players that are
beginning their third year with
the Tigers: Israel Ferland, J.R.
Bushie, Lyndon Cwik, and Cory
Inseal. As Wiley recalls, Israel
“Izzy” Ferland couldn’t stop on
both edges of his skates when he
started playing for the Tigers.
“Our core group of guys are
more of a team than anyone I’ve
ever coached,” says Wiley. “They
really feel like they’re a part of
something. They even wear their
jerseys to school on game days.”

S
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The herd’s hot start
Blazing Bisons win early with balanced attack

Sports

Briefs
Kalen Qually
Sports Editor
HONOURING MICHAEL JACKSON
FOR SOME REASON
In this edition of “crazy-ass hockey trib\[LUPNO[Z¹[OL)HRLYZÄLSK*VUKVYZVM
the East Coast Hockey League hosted
the King of Pop Tribute Night on Oct. 30
by wearing jerseys replicating a popular Michael Jackson wardrobe piece.
The jerseys resembled a red blouse
with black suspenders. To promote the
game, the Condors’ advertised that
anyone with the names “Michael Jackson” or “Billie Jean” would be allowed
into the game for free, as long as they
OHKWYVVMVMPKLU[PÄJH[PVU4LHU^OPSL
anyone named Macaulay Culkin was
invited into the dressing room.
7OV[VJV\Y[LZ`)PZVUZWVY[Z

Bisons’ captain Calin Wild knows the herd’s best start since 2000 won’t mean anything if they don’t qualify for the CIS national championship
in March.

Neil Babaluk
Student Contributor
CONSIDERING that the University of
Manitoba Bisons men’s hockey team is off
to their best start in a decade, you’d think
they recently recruited the second coming
of Mike Ridley.
According to what head coach Mike
Sirant attributes to the team’s success, that
couldn’t be further from the truth.
While they do have a strong class of
rookies, Sirant, who returned to the Bisons’
bench after coaching the Danish National
men’s team for three seasons, is quick to
note that the team’s depth and balanced
attack are the main reasons that the team

early success.
Entering November, the Bisons are
\QMLNWZÅZ[\QV\PM+IVILI?M[\KWVNMZMVKM
standings with the perennial powerhouse
University of Alberta.
“The success that we’ve had and the
wins that we’ve had, we refer to as team
wins, where everybody has contributed,”
said Sirant. “For the most part, we’ve been
playing four lines and every line has been
making a contribution.”
Sirant also credits part of the team’s
success to the leadership and strong play
that has been provided by team veterans.
“Mike Hellyer and Rick Wood are two
veteran players who are performing very
well and providing outstanding leadership,

both on and off the ice,” Sirant said. “Our
captain, Calin Wild, should be included in
that group as well.”
These veterans have been complimented by what Sirant believes to be an
exceptionally strong Bisons rookie class.
“I think this is one of our strongest
recruiting years in awhile and some of
\PM ÅZ[\aMIZ XTIaMZ[ PI^M [\MXXML QV IVL
made an impact immediately,” Sirant said.
“Chad Erb has been solid on defence for
us, while Blair Macaulay has made an immediate contribution at forward.”
Earlier in the season, the Bisons were
ranked third in the CIS Top 10 national
rankings. They have since dropped to sixth,
which represents their best start since the
2000-01 season.
“We have to take it for
what (the ranking) is and
just focus on one game
at a time,” said Sirant.
“We’re not going to get
ahead of ourselves.”
“It’s nice to be ranked,
especially third in the
country,” said team
captain Calin Wild,
who is in his fourth-year
with the herd.
“But I think what
matters most to us is
being ranked at the
end of the year and
going to the national
tournament. That’s our
number one goal. To
achieve that, we have to
_QVW]ZKWVNMZMVKMÅZ[\
That’s our realistic objective.”
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DON’T F**K AROUND WITH RABIES
A basketball game between the San
Antonio Spurs and the Sacramento
Kings on Oct. 31 was delayed several
times when a bat that had been hiding in the rafters of the AT&T Center
began dive bombing players on the
court. Spurs’ guard Manu Ginobili was
especially irritated by the bat and tried
to swat at it. Because he made contact
with the bat, Ginobili was ordered by
the Spurs to undergo a series of rabies
shots. The team wanted to take any
preventative measure possible, as the
only known medical treatment for onset
rabies involves a gun and is called the
“Old Yeller.”
STRIP SHOOTOUT ALL THE RAGE
Earlier this season, the Tampa Bay
Lightning raised eyebrows when they
participated in a “strip shootout”
requiring a player to remove a piece
of hockey equipment every time they
didn’t score. A junior hockey team in
Idaho tried the same concept, but with
harsh consequences. A parent whose
daughter was at the hockey rink at the
time didn’t approve of the display and
the team was temporarily suspended
from their practice facility as a result.
Somewhere, Graham James’ head just
exploded.
PROSTITUTION:
STILL NO LOOPHOLES
In a desperate attempt to score World
Series tickets, or just an attempt to
score, period, Philadelphia-native Susan
Finkelstein wrote in a Craigslist ad that
she wanted Phillies’ tickets and would
get “creative” with the payment. She
was busted by police when she tried
ÅPY[PUN^P[OHU\UKLYJV]LYJVW[OH[
responded to the Craigslist ad. Also
described in the ad as a “desperate
buxom blonde,” Finkelstein said she
[YPLKÅPY[PUN^P[O[OLJVWILJH\ZLZOL
hoped she could get a cheaper price
out of the deal. In related news, Craiglist
is a great place to sell tickets.
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LET IT GO, MAN by Thor Blondal

CROSSWORD by Sandy Chase, CUP Graphics Bureau Chief
Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com (http://www.bestcrosswords.com).
Used with permission.

Sage Advice
Dear J.Williamez ,

Dear Raging Feminist Bitch,

A former co-worker of mine has recently
come into a great deal of money after
selling his shares in a large Colombian
[]OIZZMÅVMZa0MPI[[QVKMY]Q\PQ[RWJ
but is still in contact with everyone at
\PMWNÅKM0MQV[Q[\[\PI\1\WW[PW]TL
Y]Q\_WZS[WPMKIV¹\ISMKIZMWN UMº
0M[Ia[1¼TTVM^MZJMIJTM\WMIZVMVW]OP
money for all the clothes, cars, boats,
vacations, and cosmetic surgery he could
J]aNWZUMW]\WN PIVL0W_M^MZVW\
WVTaLW1VW\JMTQM^MQVJMQVOISMX\
_WUIVJ]\1_W]TLVM^MZ[TMMX_Q\P
this guy on account of his chauvinQ[UIVLXWWZPaOQMVM1PI^M\WTLPQU
ZMXMI\MLTa\PI\1¼UVW\IVLVM^MZ_QTT
be interested in him or his money, but he
_WV¼\TMI^MUMITWVM?PI\KIV1LW\W
get him off my back once and for all?

First off, let me make sure I understand you correctly: You’re saying
that your friend made a lot of money
in “Columbian Sugar” and wants
to “take care of you”? I’m guessing
what you really mean is that your
friend is a cocaine dealer and that
he wants you to be his coke-whore
girlfriend.
My advice is to go for it. As a
feminist, I’m sure you know that
there is nothing more empowering
than being dependent on a man,
JW\PÅVIVKQITTaIVLKPMUQKITTa<PQ[
is a really great opportunity for you,
IVL1LMÅVQ\MTa\PQVSaW]_W]TL
regret not taking advantage of it.
When you think about it, it
really is a good deal he’s proposing.
He’s willing to support you and to
provide you with all the ‘Columbian
Sugar’ you could ever even dream
of snorting up your pretty little nose,
and all he’s asking in return is that
you cook and clean for him and
essentially do whatever he tells you
to do which, as we all know, women
love to do anyway. This really is a
win-win situation.
In regards to the misgivings
you seem to have about his personal
hygiene, (or the lack thereof) I would
say that you could probably get past
it if you really try. I mean, if he’s
willing to overlook your feminism,
don’t you think you should try to be
adult enough to overlook the small
matter of his hygiene?

Signed,
A raging feminist bitch

Problems for future columns or
complaints about this one can
be sent to: j.williamez@gmail.
com

ACROSS

1- Fishing hole;
5- Conger catcher;
10- Shed feathers;
14- Winglike parts;
15- Triple;
16- Calculus calculation;
+L]PJLZMVYÄZOPUN"
18- Assert as a fact;
19- Not e’en once;
20- Person who tends geese;
22- Be gaga over;
23- Hot time in Paris;
24- Be in debt;
25- Collection of books;
29- Gibbet;
33- “Awake and Sing!” playwright;
34- Adjoin;
/H]PUNÅ\Z`TW[VTZ"
37- Move about recklessly;
38- Stony gray;
39- German article;
40- Presidential battleground
state;
42- Former Fords;
43- Device with 88 keys;
45- East African nation;
47- Longed for;
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49- Hide of a small beast;
50- Hindu title;
51- Fleshy;
54- Seize the day;
60- Indifferent;
61- Japanese gateway;
62- Cross inscription;
63- Frozen treats;
64- Winged;
65- ___ Bator, Mongolia;
66- Letter opener;
67- Stories;
68- Legendary story;
DOWN

1- Sharp pain;
2- Bread spread;
3- Defense grp. since 1949;
4- Final course;
5- One engraving;
6- Della’s creator;
7- One telling tales;
8- Children’s author Blyton;
9- “Losing My Religion” band;
10- Antiapartheid activist;
11- Hydrox rival;
12- Lecherous look;
13- Shipping deduction;
21- Greek letters;

22- Hole maker;
24- Like Cheerios;
25- Company emblems;
26- Spud state;
27- Darken;
28- Seaport in the Crimea;
29- Courageous;
30- Body of salt water;
31- Feeble peevish complaint;
32- Church council;
35- Foul;
38- Fall prey to a banana peel, say;
41- Lichen on a Quercus;
43- Trim;
44- Precious metallic element;
46- Back talk;
48- Spots;
51- Pitchfork-shaped letters;
52- Centers of activity;
53- Consumer;
54- Soft drink;
55- Asian sea;
56- Baptism, e.g.;
57- Inwardly;
58- Part of Q.E.D.;
59- Ho Chi ___;
61- Make lace;
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Sickness doesn’t mute Marianas Trench

Caption

Robin Dudgeon
Student Contributor

starting to come back. You could
see he was straining to reach some
of the higher notes in the songs,
MARIANAS Trench didn’t let and sometimes opted to sing lines
a little sickness get in the way of lower than they were originally
putting on a great show at the written.
Burton Cummings Theatre, Oct.
Nonetheless, Josh and band
28.
members Matt Webb (lead guitar,
The east coast pop-punkers backing vocals), Mike Ayley
hit the stage at 9:45 p.m. and it (bass guitar, backing vocals), and
_I[ WJ^QW][ NZWU \PM ÅZ[\ [WVO Ian Casselman (drums, backing
that something was wrong. Vo- vocals) still performed well. Mucalist and guitarist Josh Ramsay sically, the songs were still tight,
admitted to the audience he had and the band still interacted
been sick and Winnipeg was the with the sold-out crowd, getting
ÅZ[\ [PW_ _PMZM PQ[ ^WQKM _I[ them clapping and jumping up

It was the band’s fourth time
QV\W_VIVLÅZ[\\QUMXTIaQVO\PM
Burt. The band has previously
played at the Zoo, Silverados, and
most recently at the Red River
Ex.
Despite the sickness, there
was no lack of enthusiasm from
the crowd.
The shrieking was almost
constant. Girls were singing and
dancing in their seats. Some
girls made signs; others threw
bras, underwear, glow sticks, and
stuffed animals on stage. Ramsay
did nothing to discourage this behaviour, collecting the bras and
hanging them by a strap on his
mic stand. He even pointed out
that one bra had a phone number
written on it. He wouldn’t let the
aid take any of the bras away
because they were his, “inspiration while I’m singing,” which
was humorous as a lot of the girls
were there with their parents.
I was most impressed that the
band can actually pull off – even
when they are sick – Masterpiece
-SPJRY
Theatre’s complicated harmonies,
even on “Masterpiece Theatre
III,” which Josh has called the
and down, and Josh even took toughest piece of music he has
pictures with fans’ cameras. The ever written.
band played a good set because
Montreal’s The Mission Disthey played nearly all of the songs trict opened the show. Carly Rae
of their latest album, Masterpiece 2MX[MV\PQZLXTIKMÅVITQ[\WV+ITheatre, and a few of the classics nadian Idol in 2007, followed.
WN \PMQZÅZ[\ITJ]U
Her voice was smooth and jazzy,
<PQ[ Q[V¼\ \PM ÅZ[\ \QUM 1¼^M J]\\PM[TW_IKW][\QK[M\LQLV¼\Å\
seen him perform while he was in with the other acts on the bill. It
sick.
also should have been a heads up
When I saw Trench at Sil- that Josh was sick, when he didn’t
verados in 2007 Josh was also come out to duet with Jepsen on
sick. It became clear to me that “Sour Candy.”
Josh gives his all at each perforQuebec electro-rockers The
mance, and regularly pushes his New Cities rounded out the
voice to the breaking point.
opening acts.

SET LIST
Masterpiec
Theatre I
Shaketramp
Sing Sing
Decided to Break
It
Masterpiece
Theatre II
Celebrity Status
Beside You
Acadia
All to Myself
Masterpiece
Theatre III

ENCORE:
Good to You
Cross My Heart

The sun came out at After the Rain
Concert raises $1,000 for typhoon victims
Lennie Eulalia
Student Contributor

money for the Typhoon Ondoy,
or Ketsana, victims and donate
all of our proceeds… to the CaAFTER a series of typhoons nadian Red Cross Disaster Relief
and rainstorms devastated the in Asia,” said Dela Cruz. “ANAK
Philippines, Winnipeg’s Filipino and UWFSA provided for the
communities began a series of operating costs, like the DJ, food,
fundraisers to provide relief for drinks, University of Winnipeg
victims.
Students’ Association staff.”
The University of WinMore than 300 people haved
nipeg Filipino Students’ Associa- died due to Typhoon Ketsana,
tion (UWFSA) was the latest to and more than 100 people have
RWQV \PM MNNWZ\ PWTLQVO I JMVMÅ\ died due to related landslides and
concert titled “After the Rain,” ÆI[PÆWWL[ 1V \]ZV \MV[ ]XWV
with with Aksyon Ng Ating Ka- thousands are left homeless with
bataan, a Filipino youth organi- hundreds of thousands remaining
zation.
in temporary shelters.
Donations were still being
Although a Winnipeg citizen
tallied by press time, but concert all her life, Dela Cruz has a conorganizer and UWFSA president nection to the disaster.
Sheilana Dela Cruz said over
“I’ve never lived in the Phil$1,000 had been raised.
ippines and have only traveled
“Our objective was to raise there once, but I consider it my

home,” she said. “And seeing my Dela Cruz. “I was expecting no
home and fellow Filipinos suffer, I more than 100-200 people and
just had to do something. I felt like about 100 people showed up.”
Regardless of
my generation,
the attendance,
the youth or
“Seeing my home
the supporters
second generawho
attended
tion, should be and fellow Filipinos
were
much
able to contrib- Z\MMLY0Q\Z[OHK[V
greatly appreciute something do something. I felt
ated.
as well.”
like my generation,
“Knowing
Despite
the youth or second
people came to
the overwhelming
Filipino generation, should
support the Philpopulation at be able to contribute
ippines in any
the University something as well.”
way they could,
of Winnipeg,
it’s amazing how
gaining student
much our Filipi– Sheilana Dela Cruz, no community is
support for the
concert organizer in support of our
concert
was
surprisingly
country,” said
LQNÅK]T\\WIKPQM^M
local musician Sherrie Ancheta.
¹0WVM[\Ta 1 _I[ \MZZQÅML VW
Ancheta was one of the eight
one would actually show up,” said acts who performed, and has even
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begun fundraising at her work
place.
Despite a strong attendance,
Dela Cruz considers the concert
a success.
“I totally would do some\PQVOTQSMIJMVMÅ\KWVKMZ\IOIQV
because I now have experience
organizing one,” she said. “I
think the next one could be even
better, no matter what the cause.”
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HALLOWEEN ROUNDUP

On the prowl at the

Halloween Howl
Jennifer Twardowski
Student Contributor
EACH YEAR the Manitoba
Children’s Museum looks forward
to throwing the biggest event of
the season—the Halloween Howl.
“It gets usa in the Halloween mood, by allowing children
and adults to wear their costumes
early and enjoy some spooky
fun,” said Sara Hancheruk, the
museum’s director of education
and exhibits.
The themed event is used
to promote a safe Halloween experience to children of all ages.
This year’s theme, Ancient Egypt:
Search for the Mummy’s Treasure, proved to be an enjoyable
and educational experience.
There were twelve exhibits
in the event, all of which taught
children about ancient Egyptian

culture as they followed a treasure
map. Hancheruk, was pleased
with the outcome of the event.
“This was a curriculum
linked Halloween Howl,” she
said. “We don’t always try but
when we do, it makes for a great
teachable moment.”
Some of the exhibits included King Tut’s throne, a hieroglyphics scroll room, creepy
crawlery, mummy making and
Egyptian elixers.
“We just wanted to incorporate a sort of explore type feel to
it,” said museum program director Brienne Santos, who dressed
as Cleopatra for the event.
“We wanted the entertainment to tie into the theme so the
kids could learn something and be
exposed to a culture they haven’t
seen before.”
The lead entertainment con-

sisted of belly dancing, where
they encouraged children to participate. Mummy making classes,
science experiments and face
painting also kept the kids busy.
First time Halloween Howl
visitor Christine Anica was impressed with the quality of the
event.
”I think it’s very knowledgeable for the kids,” said the mother
of two. “To make something like
this for kids and for them to enjoy,
it’s a lot of work.”
The exhibits were put together by 10 working staff and about
25 volunteers each night.
Goodie bags were given to
children as the last treasure on the
map. The goodie bag included a
Kids Health brochure, a toothbrush, coloring book, and a small
piece of candy.

Tales from the haunted WAG
Christa Campbell
Student Contributor
GHOSTS, witches and fairy
princesses roamed the halls of the
Winnipeg Art Gallery alongside
deceased 20th century icons on
Oct 25.
It was an impressive turnout
for the Halloween Heroes installment of Family Sundays, held
four times a year at the WAG.
“Every family Sunday is
JI[ML IZW]VL WVM [XMKQÅK IZ\
exhibit, and this time it’s Yousuf
Karsh’s :MOIZLQVO 0MZWM[,” explained Aline Frechette, the youth
programs co-ordinator at the
WAG.
Karsh’s exhibit is comprised
of black and white still life por\ZIQ\[ WN  NIUW][ ÅO]ZM[ NZWU
the 20th century, some of which
Karsh himself considers to be his
“heroes.”

The exhibit includes recogVQbIJTM ÅO]ZM[ []KP I[ )]LZMa
Hepburn, Andy Warhol, Albert
Einstein and Bridgette Bardot.
“We have four actors coming
from the MTYP Theatre School
who will be bringing these characters to life,” Frechette added
enthusiastically.
Jacqueline Ratte Chaput and
PMZ Å^MaMIZWTL [WV 2IUM[ _MZM
ÅZ[\\QUMZ[ \W NIUQTa LIa I\ \PM
WAG. Chaput is a strong supporter of the presence of art in
the lives of children, and believes
it’s an integral part of their development.
“Today there are opportunities for children to try different
artistic endeavors,” Chaput said,
smiling at James. “It’s important
for children to have a wide variety
of experiences early on, so they
can determine who they want to
be later on in life.”

Chaput praised the WAG
for its innovative and creative approach in making art accessible
for children.
“There are only so many
types of art that are of interest to
children. It helps to be a little bit
more interesting and cartoonish.
<ZaQVO\WÅVL\PMZQOP\VQKPMNWZ
SQL[Q[ILQNÅK]T\\PQVOº[PM[IQL
looking over at James, now rolling
IZW]VLWV\PMÆWWZ
“Certainly you can see that
their attention spans are really
short,” she laughed.
Other attractions included
two art studios where kids could
create masks and costume addons, and Art in the Dark, where
KPQTLZMV IZUML _Q\P ÆI[PTQOP\[
can wander through the Haunted
Gallery.
The standard WAG exhibits were available for viewing on
top of the planned activities and
events.
Since admission is free,
family Sundays are a great way
for people on a budget to get reacquainted with the WAG, Frechette said.
“If you wanted to take the
opportunity to come and see the
art for free, this is it,” said Frechette.
The next family Sunday will
be taking place on January 10th,
2010, and will feature the art
exhibit Cuba: Avant-Garde.
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TECHNOLOGY
< briefs >
Compiled by Veronica Hall
MILEY QUITS TWITTER, WORLD GOES MAD
Tweens and closet Miley Cyrus fans were left
broken-hearted on Oct. 28 when the pop singer
deleted her Twitter account. The reason behind
Cyrus’s abrupt decision is still unknown, but fans
have tweeted some disturbing responses to the
star’s departure. One fan even threatened to kill
and eat her cat, Fuzzy, if Miley didn’t come back
to Twitter. Geez.
TELUS STEALS ROGERS’ iPHONE MONOPOLY
The Rogers’ monopoly over the Apple iPhone
is no more as Telus will soon offer the 3G and
3GS. The phone will be available starting Nov. 5,
with affordable data plans. An 8GB 3G will set
you back $100 with a three-year plan, while the
16GB and 32GB 3GS are $200 and $300 apiece
on the same three year plan. The new Apple Store
at Polo Park will also be offering Telus contracts.

PEOPLE STILL WRITE DOWN NOTES?
If you’re old school and still take notes with a pen
and paper, the Livescribe Pulse Smartpen is the
answer to your prayers. You write notes in class
with this magic pen and it records all the sound
around you while you’re writing. Then, you hook
it up to your computer and all your notes transfer
along with the audio that was around you when
you were writing. The pen is available with 1GB,
2GB and 4GB of memory and, just for fun, has
a camera that can store 70 pictures. The 4GB is
HUKPZZ\YL[VÅ`VMM[OLZOLS]LZHZP[^HZ
recently featured on Oprah. Check out www.livescribe.com for more details.
TIME FOR THE REAL HI-DEF SUNGLASSES
Another gadget recently featured on Oprah is the
Vuzix Wrap 310. It’s a pair of sunglasses that lets
you watch movies when you wear them. They
simulate a wide-screen, 55-inch TV that appears
10 feet away. Video games can also be hooked
up to them. The Vuzix Wrap 310 costs $250. Witness the revolution at www.vuzix.com.
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The right PLACE at the right time
Caitlin MacGregor
Student Contributor
AFTER turning 35 this year, the Winnipeg
Film Group celebrated another fantastic
achievement. PLACE, the group’s newest
publication, launched Oct. 21 at Cinematheque.
For the book, the WFG commissioned
essays by 13 diverse writers, each on a difNMZMV\TWKITÅTUUISMZ
“I know I am biased but this book is
amazing,” said Monica Lowe, managing
editor for PLACE. “Not only the content
and the beautiful design but what it repZM[MV\[IZQKPPQ[\WZaWN ÅTUUISMZ[KZMating work from one city in the middle of
Canada.
“Nothing like it has been written or
compiled before and we are ecstatic we
were able to pull it off, and in such an eyecatching way,” she said.
The book features essays by Danishka Esterhazy on Norma Bailey, Solomon
Nagler on Jeffrey Erbach, Jonas Chernick
on Sean Garrity, and Miye Bromberg on
Guy Maddin, to name a few.

general public has been
overwhelming,” said Lowe.
“Everyone is impressed that
the Winnipeg Film Group
could pull something like
this off. Hey, we turned 35
this year. We’ve grown up.”
The WFG, located in
the heart of the Exchange
District, is a charitable,
artist-run
organization
dedicated to promoting the
art of cinema. Their newly
renovated cinema, Cinema\PMY]MQ[WV\PMUIQVÆWWZ
of the Artspace building a
few minute walk from Red
>PUUPWLN-PST.YV\W River
College’s Princess
Street campus. The group’s
“The project is great because Win- WNÅKM[IZMQV\PM[IUMJ]QTLQVOWV\PM\PQZL
nipeg has this really strong tradition of ÆWWZ
QVLMXMVLMV\ ÅTUUISQVO J]\ JMKI][M \PM
ÅTU[ IZM WN\MV M`XMZQUMV\IT WZ IZ\PW][M PLACE is available for purchase at McNally
ÅTU[\PMa¼ZMVW\ÅTU[M^MZaWVMPI[PMIZL :WJQV[WV *WWS[MTTMZ[ NZWU \PM ?./ WNÅKM[ I\
about,” said essayist Danishka Esterhazy.
304-100 Arthur Street and online at www.win“The response I have been getting VQXMOÅTUOZW]XKWU
NZWU \PM _ZQ\MZ[ ÅTUUISMZ[ IVL \PM

MOVIE REVIEW

Small on budget, big on horror
Paranormal Activity scary as hell

7HYHTV\U[7PJ[\YLZ

7HYHUVYTHS(J[P]P[`VUS`OHKHI\KNL[VM ;OHURZ[VHZVJPHSTHYRL[PUNJHTWHPNUZ[\KPVZOH]LYHRLKPUV]LY TPSSPVUPUWYVÄ[

Shayna Wiwierski
Arts Beat
SCARED of things that go bump in the
night? If so, don’t see Paranormal Activity.
<PM ÅTU _I[ ZMTMI[ML WV 7K\  \W
audiences nationwide after an Internet
campaign where people had to “demand
it” in their city.
The thing about Paranormal Activity is
that it’s scary. Seriously scary. There are
hardly any special effects involved and to
be frank, it’s a simple movie.
It was only made on $15,000 US,
but the small budget doesn’t mean small
horror.
Oren Peli, the director, doesn’t use
well-known actors, CGI, or even sound
effects.

Instead, viewers get two unknown
actors, Katie Featherston and Micah Sloat,
a “real life” couple being plagued by a
demon that has been following Katie since
she was eight.
The Exorcist of our generation starts off
slowly. We learn about this thing that has

Paranormal Activity
Directed by Oren Peli
Paramount, 86 minutes

++++,

haunted Katie for the majority of her life
IVL5QKIP¼[XTIV\WÅTU\PMU[TMMXQVO[W
he can see what goes on when they aren’t
awake.
)\ ÅZ[\ Q\¼[ TQ\\TM \PQVO[ ¸ TQSM VWQ[M[
or shadows — then the scarier stuff starts
happening like when Katie would stand for
hours in the middle of the night.
<PMÅTUQ[[XTQ\]XJM\_MMVVQOP\IVL
day, so the audience would get the reaction
from the actors. However, the day parts
were long and boring but the night parts
are so scary that you can’t wait for it to be
day again.
Paranormal Activity isn’t your average
movie. There is nothing Hollywood about
it. It doesn’t even have the Paramount Pictures intro. It literally starts and ends, an
effect that Peli intended to do to make the
movie seem all the more real.
<PM UW^QM UIa JM ÅK\QWV J]\ IN\MZ
seeing it, you won’t want to sleep alone.
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A grain
of Rice
Brietta O’Leary
Student Contributor
“EVERYBODY who’s in art or music
is funny,” Eve Rice says. “Funny and
bizarre.”
As one of Winnipeg’s most unique
U][QKITIZ\Q[\[:QKMM`MUXTQÅM[\PQ[[\I\Mment.
For two decades, Rice has produced
off-beat electronic music under the
moniker Vav Jungle, and has more recently deejayed as DJBeekeeni.
Fashion has always been an important component of Rice’s work. Her
image is a combination of ‘60s throwback, John Waters camp and what she
refers to as “new wave burlesque.”
As DJBeekeeni, she performs in
“support garments,” rather than lingerie,
and her lyrics are both saucy and nonsensical.
“To me it sort of challenges how
people see sex, what kind of sexy is it,”
Rice says.
;PM LMÅVQ\MTa KWV[QLMZ[ >I^ 2]VOTM
and DJ Beekeeni to be personas.
“They’re a big part of me, but at the
same time, I’m kind of grounded. You
have to talk a little louder when you’re on
stage. You’re amping yourself up.”
Rice is currently busy in her studio,
working on an upcoming Vav Jungle
album tentatively titled 1\¼[ <QUM \W *M
Famous. Also in progress is a collectible
set of Vav Jungle burlesque playing cards,
featuring twelve different images of Rice
herself. She plans to distribute the album
through ReverbNation on Facebook,
which sells MP3s through iTunes.
Rice feels that online interaction and
social networking sites like Facebook have
had a huge impact on music promotion.
“I think people have become very
competitive, and I think it’s because of
the Internet,” she says. “No one’s posturing as much anymore.”
Promotion has changed a lot since
Rice started producing music. In the late
eighties, many artists and musicians used
local access television as a way to promote
themselves.
“In a way, you’re always like, ‘Okay,
I’ll do local access,’” Rice says. “There
was nothing classy about it, but the thing
was they’d show it over and over.”
Rice’s music and show has changed a
lot over the years, but former Vav Jungle
member Murray Toews feels that Rice
has retained her creative spirit.
“She’s really emphasized her
persona, and she’s really come into her
own with her own musical stylings,”
Toews said.
4WKIT ÅTUUISMZ IVL ,2 ,IUQMV
Ferland met Rice at a party after recognizing her voice — she’d often call in to
his late-night radio show to request Vav
Jungle.
“I like what Eve does,” Ferland said.
“I think she throws people for a loop, and
it’s super fun at the same time. It’s an approach to music that not a lot of people
have.”
Vav Jungle and DJ Damien will
provide a discotheque dance night at The
Royal Albert Arms on November 13.
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Friday, November 20th, 2009
Notre Dame Campus,
The Voyageur Restaurant
6:00 pm - 9:30 pm
*Canadian-born students
are also welcome to attend
If you want to attend, please register at:
Diversity & Immigrant Student Support
Room D206 Notre Dame Campus
Room P210K Princess Street Campus
Phone: 632-2404 | Email: nsobel@rrc.mb.ca

A partnership between Diversity & Immigrant Student Support Department,
International Education Department and Red River College Students’ Association.
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Hemp to it
Veronica Hall
Student Contributor

concrete.
Krovats believes his hempbased construction products will
YOU can’t smoke it. But, you can blow the competition out of the
wear it, eat it and build a house water in sales, but he won’t be
with it. Hemp is making a come- charging more for his environback in our everyday products mentally friendly products.
thanks to a couple of environ“Our hemp products will be
ment savvy entrepreneurs from available for the same price as the
Manitoba.
regular, more harmful building
Neil Krovats, 42, is presi- materials, or cheaper. We could
dent of Clearline Technologies, a charge more for them, but people
name to which several companies are expecting the green products
belong. His newest arm, Clearline to be more expensive,” he said.
Environmental
Products,
is “So, we’re going to have them
launching a line of construction available for the same price and
products that are made out of ITTW_ XMWXTM \W [MM \PM JMVMÅ\[
hemp.
themselves.”
“Green is the new religion,”
Hemp is environmentally
Krovats said. “Today, it guides friendly. It can be grown in colder
people in how they think and act temperatures, which means it
every day.”
can be grown locally resulting in
Hempsulation is a replace- less transportation fumes. Hemp
UMV\NWZÅJMZOTI[[QV[]TI\QWVIVL plants don’t require any pesticides
it doesn’t require the use of gloves and actually put nutrients back
to handle. Hemp Tile is a ceiling into the soil where they’re grown.
tile that is brown and resembles And while hemp belongs to the
wood, a replacement for the cannabis family, it can’t get you
boring white ceiling tiles found in high.
UIVaWNÅKM[
“Hemp is a weed, and when
Hemp Cement is cement one hemp plant grows beside a
made from sand, water, lime and marijuana plant, they cross-polhemp. The sand and the hemp TQVI\MIVLKIV\]ZVI_PWTMÅMTL
create a reaction that turns into of marijuana into hemp plants,”

Krovats said.
Agnes Kaminska is a co-owner of Fishlips Hemp Company in
Gimli. Fishlips sells a variety of
hemp-based products, including
clothing, jackets, bags, shampoo,
lotions, massage oils, and edible
XZWL]K\[ TQSM ÆW]Z KMZMIT IVL
milk.
Kaminska said they’ve been
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so successful over the last eight
years, they’ve added a cafe to
their store. One of their biggest
selling products is Hemp Heartz,
a Manitoba grown product.
“Hemp Heartz, hemp seeds,
PI[\PM[IUMJMVMÅ\[I[ÆI`[MML
It lowers cholesterol and is loaded
_Q\P ÅJMZ IVL XZW\MQV 8T][ Q\¼[
PITN \PMXZQKMWN ÆI`º[PM[IQL

For a product to be truly
sustainable and green, it must
have social, environmental and
MKWVWUQK JMVMÅ\[ 3ZW^I\[ [Ia[
his hemp-based construction
XZWL]K\[ILPMZM\W\PW[MJMVMÅ\[
easily.
“What is hard to do is convince people they can’t roll it and
get high,” he laughed.

DISCOVER FORTY CREEK WHISKY

Rated #1
Tonight,
You Be The

Judge.
Double Gold Medal
San Francisco World Spirits

Best Canadian Whisky
New England Whisky Festival

Gold Medal
World Selection, Brussels

Highest Award

Ballet brings up a
good pointe
Karine Dreidger
Student Contributor
WINNIPEG may be the Slurpee
capital of the world, but it should
also be known as the dance capital
of Canada.
Winnipeg is home to the
Royal Winnipeg Ballet, one of
the best ballet companies in the
country. Members of the RWB
have been dancing their way into
Winnipeggers’ hearts for 70 years,
and the company is poised to celebrate this accomplishment with
a dynamic season.
Gweneth Lloyd and Betty
Farrally founded the RWB in
1939, and it is currently the
longest continuously operating
ballet company in North America.
In recent years, the RWB has introduced several new and modern
ballets to their repertoire in order
to attract a larger audience. The
new works are more theatrical and entertaining, making an
evening out to the ballet an appealing idea for people of all ages.
The RWB kicked off its anniversary season with the world premiere of 5W]TQV:W]OM·<PM*ITTM\,
which was created with the spirit
of the Moulin Rouge of Paris in
mind.
Costume designer Anne
Armit and Shannon Lovelace did
a fabulous job creating costumes
for this racy show. Judging by the
booming standing ovation the
dancers received at the end of
their performance, Moulin Rouge

International Spirits Challenge,
London, England

Highest Score
Beverage Testing Institute,
Chicago, 2007

was a crowd pleaser for all in attendance.
“Moulin Rouge was so
amazing,” says Lauren Best, a
business student at Red River
College. “The costumes were
beautiful, the whole thing was
great!”
The RWB hopes to keep the
momentum going into the rest of
the season. With performances
of the seasonal favourite The
Nutcracker at Christmas time, the
RWB is sure to attract audiences
in droves.
The company will also
perform one of the world’s most
popular ballets, Swan Lake, from
March 10-13. However, occasional ballet goers like Best are less interested in the classics.
“I would be tempted to go
more regularly, especially if they
keep creating new ballets like
Moulin Rouge,” says Best.
The RWB will also perform
Val Caniparoli’s A Cinderella Story,
which received rave reviews when
Q\ ÅZ[\ XZMUQMZML QV ?QVVQXMO QV
2004. The classic fairy tale with a
1950s twist will be a great addition to the 70th anniversary year.
With something for everyone, the ballet is no longer catering to an older, more traditional
crowd of dance enthusiasts. If
you’ve never attended the ballet,
this season is the perfect time to
go check it out.

FortyCreekWhisky.com
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